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May 2024 Affiliate Newsletter

Long days, incredible sunshine, and plenty of shiny

giveaways.

Yes, Vista Gaming is all geared up to offer players an

unbeatable gaming experience with a grand fiesta of

exceptional offers.

Here is what's coming up this May.

Casino News

Channel those sunshine vibes with Vegas Crest Casino's

lineup of refreshing and rewarding offers.

Jump into summer with an impressive selection of new,

amazing slot tournaments such as the Wild Slots Tourney.

Then, get your players ready for more awesome casino deals

such as Bonus Bonanza, Vegas Bonus Booster, Monday

Madness Bonus, and Midweek Cashback.

Share these stunning offers and take your campaign to the

next level!
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Your players' journey towards incredible rewards starts with

Vegas Crest's unbeatable crypto offer of 400% up to $1,500

first-deposit bonus.

Don't forget, we've got multiple crypto funding options such

as Bitcoin, Tether, and Ethereum to boost player engagement

and conversions!

* Limited time offer.

Dance to the beat of this Welcome Bonus of 300% up to R$

6,000 and enter Vegas Crest Brazil's world of boundless fun

and extraordinary rewards!

Loaded with over 900 top-class online slots, popular table

games, bingos, and cutting-edge live dealer games, Brazilian

players will feel like they're truly out on the casino floor!

Turn up the heat and score big by promoting Vegas Crest

Brazil this month.

Bingo News

Dive headfirst into a thrilling bingo adventure like no other

with CyberBingo's May bonanza!

Summertime bingo bash starts off with awesome bingo

events such as $20,000 Epic Bingo Party, $25,000 Cinco de

Mayo, and the Sporty Bingo Tourney. Comin' in hot are

bountiful bonuses and more amazing promos like Mother's

Day Special, Burger Delights, Friday Night Favorites, and

much more.
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This May, let your players crank up the heat with

CyberBingo's boosted 700% Crypto Welcome Bonus.

With a whopping 200% EXTRA over the standard bonus and a

range of crypto funding options, it's never been easier for

players to start playing!

Start earning today! Contact VistaGaming Affiliates today and

get your welcome offer, marketing material, and exclusive

tracking links.

Email to let us know if you would like to promote our monthly

press releases.
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